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Provincial Identity in a Roman World: Thugga (Dougga)
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The Roman Empire included vast territories and groups of people, in which unique identities and cultures
merged. This phenomenon did not happen in a unidirectional or predictable way, but instead amassed a
great deal of regional and intraregional variety. In order to understand the process of change and
integration of the indigenous and Roman cultures that occurred during the Roman Empire, it is beneficial
to begin with a small scope and progress towards the larger picture. In this paper I will focus on the
identity of Roman North Africa, and specifically on one city in that province, Thugga (modern day
Dougga), the best-preserved Roman city in Tunisia. The city of Thugga serves not so much as a model for
the cultural trend in Roman North Africa in general, but as a case study for analyzing the process and
idiosyncrasies of that dynamic in one particular location.

Recent Scholarship on the topic of “Romanization”
Scholars have been studying the spread of Roman culture for many years, but this study has
recently begun to shift away from the ethnocentric, unidirectional explanations to more in-depth
approaches that focus on cultural exchange rather than a mandatory or predictable, cultural
implantation. It is no longer appropriate, for example, to view the Romans as a “civilizing force” that
helped areas to progress from their indigenous “backward” ways. The use of the term “Romanization”
has even come into question because the term is used to embody both the process and the outcome,
making it its own explanation.1 Indeed, archaeologists have often used a ranking system based on how
“Roman” sites are by quantifying their material evidence. However, this approach assumes that there is
a pure “Roman” culture to look for, which, given Rome’s diverse mix of influences, never really existed.2
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We can no longer study integration as the exclusive process of increasing the Roman Empire’s sociocultural and political homogeneity. 3
Given these realizations, scholars are now taking into account the fact that Roman culture and
the responses to its spread were diverse and unpredictable.4 This approach is more difficult of course,
in that we need to know how to study cultural change in the absence of a definition of what each
culture includes. Greg Woolf provides a useful model, defining: “the range of objects, beliefs and
practices that were characteristic of people who considered themselves to be, and were widely
acknowledged as, Roman.”5 Scholars have used varying strands of this new approach in their studies of
Roman provinces, focusing on the interactions between different cultures along with how these
interactions occurred,6 and studying the tension between the acceptance of Roman ways and the
resistance to it. 7 Although these approaches are all certainly steps in the right direction, none are
without flaws.
Scholars now realize that the evidence for provincial societies must focus more on archaeology
than text because the lives of the average provincial inhabitant, including how and why they adopted
certain Roman cultural traits, were rarely documented. 8 As this study too will show, finding the identity
of the native group in a province can be very difficult when most of the studied remains, including
monuments and statues, directly tie to the elite and Roman inhabitants. Some scholars, such as M.
Millett, argue that the spread of Roman culture was an elite phenomenon, while remaining indigenous
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groups maintained a relatively traditional lifestyle. 9 Mattingly, expands this scope, arguing that the
“search for a discrepant experience directs us to look across the social spectrum, not simply at the
imperial elite, and to try and assess the impact of empire from different perspectives.” 10 My study will
attempt to utilize this sort of “bottom-up” approach, which, combined with other localized studies,
could lead to interconnections with the process of cultural change across the empire. 11

Early History of Roman North Africa and Thugga
Long before the conquering power of the Roman Empire swept over the ancient world, the
empire of Carthage ruled over North Africa and its neighboring lands with a forceful hand. However, in
response to this threat, the Romans fought multiple wars against the Carthaginian Empire, and
eventually removed it as one of its most intimidating rivals.12 Although Rome conquered the
Carthaginian territory [figure 1], spreading its culture along with every aspect of Roman society, the
Punic culture of the Carthaginians remained in many areas of the Roman North African society such as
its economy, political system, religious institutions, language and nomenclature, and the placement of
cities and their layout. As long as the Roman rule was not threatened, Roman culture became gradually
integrated into the existing cultures of the conquered societies. North Africa is a prime example of this
due to its past complexity and influence. Unfortunately for historians, most textual evidence of the
Carthaginian Empire and Roman North Africa comes from Greek and Roman sources who hold some
obvious biases, which leaves the interpretation of local groups primarily to archaeologists.
Although the Romans completely destroyed the city of Carthage in 146 BCE, they left many
cities and towns previously under the Carthaginian territory intact and expanded the existing urban
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systems, including the city of Thugga. Four types of cities dominated Roman North Africa: 1) the old
Phoenician towns, almost all of which were located on the coast with a sizeable immigrant population,
often forming the most cosmopolitan of cities in the Roman period (Carthage, Leptis Magna); 2) old
native settlements (Caesarea, Cirta, Thugga); 3) Roman purpose-built veterans’ colonies and towns
around them; and 4) the most prevalent type, modest cities of the interior, usually market towns, which
grew out of native villages and hamlets. 13 It is by maintaining sites that were previously occupied, like
Thugga, that Romans circumvented the need for major engineering and building projects, in favor of
expanding and embellishing these sites when necessary. This is the major reason that Thugga had such
a gradual incorporation of Roman ways of life and an ever-present tie to its origins.
The city of Thugga probably began as a small Libyan settlement14 and was controlled by varying
groups for many years. The Carthaginians first controlled the area, but historians believe that, as
recorded by Diodorus Siculus, Eumachos, commander of the Syracusan tyrant Agathocles, took over in
the late 4th century BCE. Diodorus described it then as a “city of good size.” 15 Though there are few
remains dated solely to the pre-Roman age, historians believe that Thugga was most likely a Numidian
urban center early on. This speculation is based on an early necropolis with dolmens to the north,
vestiges of a sanctuary to Ba’al Hammon including neo-Punic steles, and a Punic-Libyan mausoleum
(restored by Claude Poinssot).16 The mausoleum had two inscriptions on it, written in both Punic and
Libyan [figure 2], which named the likely man who constructed it, Ateban.17 Many believe that this was
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a tomb dedicated to the Numidian king Massinissa (c. 240-148 BCE). The tomb was built in three levels
and capped with a pyramid [figure 3]. The first level had the tomb space,
with Aeolic capitals and lotus motifs. The second level was of the Ionic order and the third repeated the
Aeoloic with a relief of a four-horse chariot. The pyramid contained Sirens holding the sphere of
heaven, with a lion symbolizing the sun at its top. This mixture of architectural orders and styles
demonstrates the existing cultural exposure to Greek, Egyptian, and Near-Eastern groups,18 a connection
that would affect the city’s later characteristics.

Thugga Under Roman Rule
Caesar annexed the Numidian territory in 46 BCE, thus adding the city of Thugga to Rome’s
possession of Africa Nova and making Thugga a “double city,” both a civitas of native inhabitants and a
small pagus of Roman settlers. Though Thugga became a Roman city, one does not see any immediate
or visible changes in the archaeological record or “built environment”. Since the city was built on a hill
with winding streets [figures 4 and 5], the Romans could not institute their favored orthogonal street
plan,19 thus leaving the city in its original layout and design. 20 Since Thugga had previously been an
agricultural city, the inhabitants most likely chose to simply expand and intensify the pre-existing
production tactics in order to obtain greater amounts of wheat. Wheat was extremely important to the
Romans for feeding their population and their soldiers, as stated by Pliny the Elder, “Tritico nihil est
fertilius.”21 The farming towns like Thugga had to shift from a subsistence to a market economy, but the
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Romans often allowed many who had been “fixed” on good agricultural land by the Carthaginians or
Numidian kings to keep their small properties.22
The people of Thugga also maintained a level of autonomy in their political system, though the
details of the process are slim. The civitas most likely consisted of suffetes, the Punic equivalent of
Roman consuls, who were chosen by elections of the full citizen body and based largely on birth and
wealth.23 The existence of these magistrates can be assumed based on an inscription mentioning them
found in the city, describing the dedication of a sacred space to the divine Augustus and Tiberius.24
Unfortunately, few inscriptions or substantial archaeological material exists during the first few
centuries of Roman occupation in Thugga. This “dead zone” in the archaeological record might lead one
to assume that few changes took place during this time period. Further excavations should aid in the
understanding of this period.
Though there is no evidence of a political mixing of the two groups early on, they appeared to
have been more socially integrated as seen through the material record.

The most prominent

archaeologist who has excavated Thugga, Claude Poinssot, argued for years that the native inhabitants
of the civitas led entirely separate lives from that of the Roman pagus members; however, recent
scholarship and excavations have shown that these two groups must have intermixed socially and
culturally in the city. Poinssot believed that the two different groups occupied different areas of the
city, with Romans building their own new area, separate from the former city. 25 After further studies of
the site, scholars today point out that there would have been a geographical divide in the public places
such as separate living areas and fora, pointing to the fact that both groups must have actually shared
the areas. Recent excavations have also shown that Libyo-Punic architecture existed in the “Roman”
22
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forum at the heart of the city,26 demonstrating the fact that the inhabitants combined the earlier
architecture with later, more “Roman” additions. Poinssot’s earlier interpretation largely reflected the
ideology that he wanted to impose on the city. Saint-Amans posits that Poinssot was influenced by his
own experience of viewing “la ville européenne, moderne, juxtaposée à la vieille medina, sans jamais la
recouper”.27 This demonstrates the way that archaeologists and historians can shape their arguments in
a personally biased way. This is especially an issue in the previously colonized areas of North Africa.
Today, we have only begun to reevaluate past interpretations such as this.
Although Roman era ruins date from the beginning of the reign of Tiberius (14-37 CE) continuing
to be built until around the Severan age (3rd century CE), the traces of life in the city of Thugga leave
behind a picture of a group with a unique and syncretized identity. A patron of the pagus, L. Postumius
Chius, donated one of the first major urban expansion projects. It included the paving of the forum, the
erection of an altar to Augustus, a shrine of Saturn, and an arch, as testified by an inscription. 28 These
initial choices of dedications demonstrate the patron’s acceptance of Augustus as his leader, while
paying homage to Saturn, the god that most mirrors the city’s original religious beliefs. During the reign
of Claudius (41-54 CE), patrons donated multiple building projects including a market, a sacred space to
Ceres, and temples to Fortune, Venus, and Concord.29 Two of the people who named themselves in the
Claudian inscriptions as the patrons refer to themselves as patrons of both the civitas and pagus,
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“patronus pagi et civitatis Thugg(ensis) [p]ago dedit itemque dedicavit.” 30 The fact that citizens
considered themselves a patron of both groups demonstrates that there must have been some sort of
shared identity, and that both groups would have benefited from the spaces and monuments that they
donated.

Although these building projects appear as solely Roman constructs, they were built

surrounded by the previously existing Numidian/Punic buildings and forum, and Khanoussi points out
that it was not until the time of Antoninus Pius that a citizen of the family of the Gabinii donated
porticoes to the Forum with columns and decorations.31 This shows that the inhabitants did not rush to
dramatically alter the existing spaces to make them more acceptably “Roman.” Instead, they gradually
incorporated varying characteristics and both groups, along with their traditions and architectural styles,
coexisted for long periods of time. This coexistence, although it hints at both a process of acculturation
and perhaps resistance, allows us to see the development of the city in a much more dynamic way over
time.
Throughout the years of Thugga’s status as both a pagus and civitas, patrons continued to
donate and build various monuments, especially religious spaces, yet the Roman identity never fully
dominated or destroyed the former culture of the Thugganese residents; instead a unique mixture of
cultural attributes arose organically. The religious traditions of the Carthaginian Empire survived and
easily became integrated into the Roman practices due to the Punic religion’s previous influences from
the Phoenicians, Greeks, and neighboring cults. The early inhabitants of Thugga most likely worshipped
the two major Punic gods of Ba’al Hammon and Tanit, amongst many other more minor gods.32 Their
religious traditions included submission to the gods and the necessity to appease them throughout their
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rituals including sacrifice (mostly of animals, but occasionally of infants, as well). 33 Since the Thugga
residents already had a history of polytheism, sacrifices, and rituals, those who wished merely had to
adapt their system to appear a bit more “Roman,” by embracing practices such as a shift in names and
architectural design. Tanit became widely identified with Juno-Caelestis and Ba’al with Saturn. 34 The
preoccupation with these two gods, amongst many others that related to Punic gods, can be observed
throughout the North African province.
Thugga is no exception; yet, it contained more varied cults and religious buildings than
anywhere else in Roman Tunisia, displaying the city’s unique religious and cultural makeup. Several
buildings were dedicated to deities that the inhabitants would have directly linked to their previously
worshipped gods, such as the temple to Liber Pater (linking to the wine god Shadrach) and the temple of
Caelestis (linking to the goddess Tanit).35 Many of the temples represented various traditional Roman
gods that might not have had a direct Punic link. During Hadrian’s reign a Roman citizen constructed
temples to Fortuna, Concord, Mercury, and Venus,36 while two other Romans worked on building
projects nearby creating temples to Concord, Neptune, Frugifer, and Liber Pater. 37 Behind the sanctuary
for the latter four temples, the patrons created a small theater that was most likely used for the
initiations and celebrations of the mystery cult of Liber Pater. 38 One of the most well-known and best
preserved buildings at Thugga, the Capitolium [figure 6], was built in 166 or 167 CE and dedicated to the
gods Jupiter, Juno, and Minerva.39 It sat at the heart of the city, beside the forum and surrounded by
other public buildings and temples, facing out over the views of the town and countryside.
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Around the same time as the construction of the Capitolium, P. Marcius Quadratus dedicated a
large theater [figure 7].40 It sat at the top of the city slope, allowing for an easier building process by
using the natural terrain, a practice used often by the Greeks. The theater had a wonderful aerial view of
the landscape and city and observed Roman characteristics of the stage. 41 It had a semi-circular cavea
with five stairways reaching the top of the seating area and a frons scaenae with many columns and
decorations.42 The theater seated about 3500 citizens, a low number compared to the 5000 estimated
inhabitants around that time. This discrepancy in space and numbers at the theater versus a vast
number of temples might signal an unbalanced emphasis on religion rather than on entertainment,
reflecting the dour Punic religious origins.43
Thugga continued to develop after it gained the status of a municipium44 with several building
projects, the Temple of Saturn serving as a prime example of Thugga’s enduring and adapted Punic
identity. Sometime between 193-211 CE, a new Temple of Saturn was built [figure 8]45 on a high place
over top of the Punic sanctuary dedicated to Ba’al Hammon. 46 The placement and god of this temple
alone advertise a connection to Thugga’s Punic origins. The original sanctuary to Ba’al had a tophet used
for sacrificial offerings and images of animals sacrificed on the altar. When the later inhabitants
reconstructed it, they used the same layout with three cells, and merely expanded it47. The use of the
three vaulted apsidal cellae, with geometric mosaic floors and a horizontal arrangement, reflected the
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most prevalent characteristics of religious buildings in North Africa [figure 9].48 Throughout North Africa,
thirteen temples with three cells and a large central court area, like that of the Temple of Saturn, have
been found49. This Romano-African style also existed in other temples at Thugga including the Temple
of Tellus, Mercury, and Concordia.50 Excavations of the temple have also uncovered indentations of
footprints on the ground of the entrance, indicating a spot for removing shoes or praying, a Punic
tradition.51 The Temple of Caelestis, the goddess whom the Thugganese viewed as their goddess Tanit,
was also built during the early 3rd century CE,52 demonstrating the continuous link to Thugga’s past. By
mixing traditional Punic architectural forms and religious sentiments with Roman elements the temples
both displayed and influenced the unique identity of the people of Thugga.
Most of the wealthy homes that archaeologists have excavated have been dated to sometime in
the third century, revealing that it took many years for such large, “Roman” style homes to emerge, yet
they still contained aspects that connected them to their pre-Roman history.

The success and

significance of the wheat harvest at Thugga brought wealth to the city that allowed for some very
wealthy residents.53 Poinssot recorded that most houses sat along the street with only a small door
facing out and were built in the oldest Mediterranean style, still used in some Islamic areas today. 54 The
major homes that are best known for their well intact mosaics often had many attributes of homes that
one might see in Pompeii or Rome. The “House of Dionysus and Ulysses” contained multiple mosaics
[figure 10] of mythological and epic scenes that may allude to the religious cults in which the owners
participated,
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project to others.56 The Baths of the Cyclops, also constructed in the early 3 rd century CE had a mosaic of
three Cyclops forging the bolts of Jupiter in the cave of Vulcan on the floor of the frigidarium.57
Although these scenes certainly mirror those of mosaics in many Roman homes, the inhabitants of
Thugga probably knew these myths for years before the Roman occupation due to their exposure to the
Phoenicians and the Greeks, thus showing the combination of a new art style with familiar subjects.
Recent excavations have also shown that some of the wealthier homes with elaborate mosaics had
origins from the Numidian age, including the House of Dionysus and Ulysses and the House of the
trifolium.58

This evidence once again affirms that the Roman occupants and the newer Roman

constructions, such as the additions on these homes, did not take place separately from the original
areas of the city.
Finally, the necropoleis surrounding the city demonstrate how varied and yet united the
identities of the inhabitants remained throughout the period. Archaeologists have excavated five major
tomb areas around the city, including the Northeast, Northwest, West, South, and Southeast sites (in
order of usage date).59 Though the burial types greatly varied, the main styles consisted of steles and
cippi, along with ten mausolea.60 By reading the inscriptions on the tombs, archaeologists can try to
decipher whether the person chose to identify him or herself as a native or a Roman. 61 The majority
appears to be local citizens, though scholars are unsure of the exact number of Romans who originally
came to Thugga.62 The names inscribed on the tombs are the best indicator of the person’s identity by
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offering a valuable sign of linguistic loyalty63. There were three accepted ways in which most Africans
changed their names under the Roman occupation: taking a completely new and unrelated Latin name,
adapting an original name to a similar sounding Latin one, or translating the original name directly into
Latin64. Romans also offered an intermediate stage of name change. Roman names had a praenomen,
gentilicium, and a cognomen, so they allowed newly enfranchised citizens to keep their old cognomen
while accepting new praenomen and gentilicium.65 Most natives from Thugga only had one name, a
common trait of all areas in pre-Roman Africa. Some might add a name such as their father’s to
distinguish themselves as well [figure 11].66 Many of the later tombs have two names, adding a more
Roman name to their native one, demonstrating the syncretization of the inhabitants identities. 67
Despite these variations, members of the civitas and pagus were buried together for the entirety of the
city’s occupation, demonstrating that the inhabitants did not think it necessary to distinguish
themselves not only in life, but also for eternity. These cultural marks of “Africanness,” “Romanness,” or
“sameness” in the names and tomb styles shows the cultural complexity of the area and the personal
choice in identity that the Thugganese developed.68

Conclusion
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Although the city of Thugga certainly developed and changed throughout the Roman era, it did
so in a way that used characteristics from both the Roman culture and the indigenous culture to create a
unique identity for the inhabitants.

This process is neither linear nor does it advance outward from

solely one direction. The members of both the pagus and civitas lived together as one community, with
the views of both groups merging gradually over time. By examining the dates and construction of the
major monuments in Thugga, one can infer that the city largely remained as it existed before the Roman
occupation for many years. Though the inhabitants constructed many buildings in the city throughout
the empire that outwardly appear “Roman” (especially in the second and third centuries CE), many of
these buildings contain traces of the original Thuggan traditions. By studying these ruins we can begin
to observe the “discrepant experience” that permeated all ranks of society. The Roman occupation did
not only affect the elites of the city. Instead, I argue that the occupation affected the lives of all the
inhabitants, including the Roman residents themselves. The Africans and Romans living in Thugga did
not need to differentiate between their identities; Roman Africans and African Romans became
primarily synonymous. Those that lived in Thugga during the Roman occupation lived their lives through
a mixture of Roman and Libyo-Punic traditions that they actively asserted, embedding them into their
society. The two groups lived as one across the city, even in death. More data is needed in order to
better construct what these discrepant experiences would have contained, but I believe that this is a
good starting point. By using an example like the city of Thugga, one can begin to understand the
complex process of changing cultures and identities that occurred in the province of North Africa, and in
the wider Roman world.

Appendix: Figures
Figure Sources
Figure 1: “Tunisia: Africa Proconsularis” http://boisestate.edu/courses/westciv/punicwar/
Figure 2: “Libyan and Punic inscription from the mausoleum in Dougga” now in the British Museum, by
Inconnu
http://ookaboo.com/o/pictures/picture/1565448/Libyan_and_Punic_inscription_from_the_ma
Figure 3: Libyo-Punic Mausoleum, taken by Devyn Hunter
Figure 4: Winding streets at Thugga, taken by Devyn Hunter
Figure 5: Scenic view of Thugga, taken by Devyn Hunter
Figure 6: View of the Capitolium, taken by Devyn Hunter
Figure 7: Theater at Thugga, taken by Devyn Hunter
Figure 8: Temple of Saturn, by Pradigue, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Temple_saturne_dougga_.jpg
Figure 9: “Plan du temple de Saturne,” from Les Ruines de Dougga, page 64.
Figure 10: “Ulysses and the Sirens,” by Habib M’henni, Bardo Museum, 2 nd c CE,
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Mosaïque_d%27Ulysse_et_les_sirènes.jpg
Figure 11: Stele of Adzuctor, from Mourir a Dougga, #17 page 3 of “planches”

Figure 2: Bilingual Mausoleum inscription.

Figure 1: Map of Africa Proconsularis
(Dougga=Thugga).

Figure 3: Libyo-Punic Mausoleum.

Figure 4: Original winding streets.

Figure 5: Scenic view of city, demonstrating the
slope on which it was built.

Figure 6: Capitolium on hillside of city.

Figure 8: Ruins of Temple of Saturn.

Figure 7: Main theater with me standing.

Figure 10: Mosaic of Odysseus and the Sirens.

Figure 9: Plan of Temple of Saturn
(note the form of the three cellae)

Figure 11: Stele of Adzutor’s burial: “D(is)
M(anibus) Adzutor Regil<l>I p(ius) v(ixit)
a(nnis) XXIII h(ic) s(itus) e(st)” CIL 8.26683
#17.
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